Surface measurements of Aitken nuclei
at McMurdo, Siple, Byrd, and South
Pole Stations

tain a component that varies with distance from major
aerosol sources.
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When a parcel of air is cooled adiabatically, the degree
of cooling will determine the degree to which the water
vapor in the air will saturate or supersaturate the parcel.
The Gardner condensation nucleus counter is a handcarried instrument that is used to collect an air sample
and subject it to an adiabatic expansion. The degree of
supersaturation achieved in the expanding in this type of
counter may vary, but typically it is 200 percent. Under
these conditions, a large percentage of the Aitken
(< 0.1 ttM) particles in the air sample are able to nucleate water droplet growth. The density of the resulting
"fog" that is produced in the sampling chamber is used
to determine, from a calibration curve, the concentration
of particles in the air sample.
Many Aitken nuclei concentration measurements have
been made in many parts of the world. The range of
values observed is wide, typical concentrations being
10",/cubic centimeter in densely populated regions, and a
few hundred/cubic centimeter in mid-ocean locations in
calm conditions. Measurements also have been made
from aircraft, giving distributions with height above the
earth's surface (Junge, 1963).
Measurements of Aitken nuclei concentrations were
made over the snow surface at McMurdo, Siple, Byrd,
and South Pole Stations, during the 1969-1970 and 197 11972 austral summers. The results obtained (using a
Gardner counter) are presented in the table.
The mean value decreases from about 1,000/cubic
centimeter at McMurdo to 1 50/cubic centimeter at
South Pole. The South Pole values agree within a factor
of 1.5 with values observed in mid-ocean locations. The
reduction with distance from the ocean on exposed land
masses might partially be explained by lower atmospheric
pressures, as reported by Junge, but also appears to con-
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The surface of the inland ice sheet modifies the lower
antarctic atmosphere by two principal processes. Thermodynamically, the radiative cooling of the surface effects
the cooling of upper air layers and thus creates and
maintains the temperature inversion. Aerodynamically,
surface friction transforms kinetic energy into turbulent
energy, thereby governing the vertical shear of wind
speed and direction. Although the two processes are not
independent, the transport of heat and that of momentum
can be separated analytically.
Analysis of abundant micrometeorological data from
the 32-meter tower at Plateau Station revealed some remarkable characteristics of the friction layer as it relates
to the extreme temperature inversion. Data were grouped
into 13 independent classes according to thermodynamic
stability and azimuth of the surface stress. Preliminary
results are illustrated in the table. The friction layer's
height, denoted as Z in the table, is that at which the
effect of surface friction vanishes. In most cases, the
value of Z must be considered an estimate, since for its

Aitken nuclei concentrations (N).
Measurement
site

Altitude (kilometers)
above mean sea level

McMurdo

Number of
observations

Mean value
nuclei/cubic centimeter
(N)

12

960±10

Byrd

1.5

16

460±6

Siple

0.8

18

250±9

South Pole

2.8

7

150±20
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